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The company's name is formed by combining its two primary brands: Shark , which mainly
produces vacuum cleaners and similar devices; and Ninja , which focuses on kitchen
appliances such as blenders , multicookers , air fryers , and coffee makers. Formerly
established as Euro Pro Operating LLC in , the company changed its name in to capitalize on its
brand names' prominence and popularity. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. American
home appliances company. Trade name. Retrieved July 10, July 22, Retrieved July 10, â€” via
PRNewswire. Categories : United States company stubs Vacuum cleaner manufacturers
American companies established in Home appliance manufacturers of the United States
Electronics companies established in Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short
description matches Wikidata Pages using infobox company using trading name Articles
containing potentially dated statements from All articles containing potentially dated statements
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Printable version. Needham, Massachusetts. This United States corporation or company article
is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it. A vacuum is a place where there is no matter.
Sound cannot move in a vacuum. Outer space is not a perfect vacuum, because there is a very
small number of particles there. Vacuum is needed for some kinds of industrial production.
Vacuum pumps are used to pump air out of the vacuum chamber. This is called "hard vacuum".
Most industrial purposes do not need hard vacuum; 0. Vacuum chambers are also used in many
experiments in laboratories. Some experiments in physics and chemistry need hard vacuum.
From Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. The Simple English Wiktionary has a
definition for: vacuum. Industrial vacuums [ change change source ] Vacuum is needed for
some kinds of industrial production. Industrial vacuums are mainly used in: Food industry
Electronics industry Packaging Manipulation Coating and degasing Vacuum chambers are also
used in many experiments in laboratories. Related pages [ change change source ] Nothing
Vacuum cleaner References [ change change source ] Industrial vacuum information. Category :
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Commons. It also established a major base in the United Kingdom ; and, mostly in the 20th
century, it dominated the electric vacuum cleaner industry, to the point where the Hoover brand
name became synonymous with vacuum cleaners and vacuuming in the United Kingdom and
Ireland. In addition to producing floorcare products, Hoover was also an iconic domestic
appliance brand in Europe, particularly well known for its washing machines and tumble dryers
in the UK and Ireland, and also had significant sales in many parts of Europe. Today, the Hoover
Europe brand, as part of the portfolio of brands owned by Chinese multinational home
appliances company Haier remains a major player in the European white goods and floor care
sectors in a number of countries. The first upright vacuum cleaner was invented in June in
Canton, Ohio by department store janitor and occasional inventor James Murray Spangler â€”
Spangler was an asthmatic, and suspecting the carpet sweeper he was using at work was the
cause of his ailment, he created a basic suction-sweeper by mounting an electric fan motor on a
Bissell brand carpet sweeper then adding a soap box and a broom handle. After refining the
design and obtaining a patent for the Electric Suction Sweeper [1] he set about producing it
himself, assisted by his son, who helped him assemble the machines, and his daughter, who
assembled the dust bags. Production was slow, just two to three machines completed a week.
Spangler then gave one of his Electric Suction Sweepers to his cousin Susan Troxel Hoover â€”
, [2] who used it at home. Impressed with the machine, she told her husband and son about it.
October 30, â€” September 16, [4] were leather goods manufacturers in North Canton, Ohio ,
which at the time was called New Berlin. Spangler continued to contribute to the company,
patenting numerous further Suction Sweeper designs until his death in , when the company
name was changed to the Hoover Suction Sweeper Company, with Spangler's family continuing
to receive royalties from his original patent until In the early s, the company retained the
services of Henry Dreyfuss , an up-and-coming industrial designer, to give the Hoover lineup a
much needed update. Before Dreyfuss's involvement with the company, the majority of the
machines manufactured consisted of a black motor and an aluminum base; this was the norm
for more than twenty years. When Hoover introduced the 'Hedlite' in , it was rather awkward and
unattractive. Of Dreyfuss's designs before , he was able to update the basic Hoover machine
and keep the company's products relevant with the times. In , he was commissioned to
completely redesign the Hoover cleaner. For the first time since the introduction of the Hoover
vacuum cleaner, the mechanical workings were completely concealed from sight by a Bakelite
cover. This cover was a tear-drop styled shell, which seamlessly incorporated the headlight.
Also, he totally revamped the base of the machine. Since the release of this design, all Hoover
cleaners consisted of a fluid base and a hood to cover the electric motor. These designs
suggested efficiency, cleanliness, and speed. Dreyfuss brought excitement and style to an

otherwise mundane household appliance. His final design for the Hoover Company was the
Convertible. Faced with a total lack of interest by the public in his expensive and unfamiliar new
gadget, Hoover placed an ad in The Saturday Evening Post offering customers ten days' free
use of his vacuum cleaner to anyone who requested it. Using a network of local retailers to
facilitate the offer, Hoover thus developed a national network of retailers for the vacuums. By
the end of , the company had sold Model 0s. At this time, it referred to the action of the
revolving brushes, which vibrated the carpet and helped loosen the trodden-in grit. This offered
an advantage over competitors' machines, which used suction alone to remove dirt, and
therefore were not as efficient as the Hoover. Seven years later, the famous slogan would adapt
to even more significance. Hoover's business began to flourish, and, a year after Hoover
acquired the patent from Spangler, he established a research and development department for
his new business. By , Hoover had developed the 'beater bar' - a metal bar attached to the
rotating brush roll, situated in the floor nozzle cavity of the upright vacuum cleaner. This
cleaning action was marketed by Hoover as "Positive Agitation". In , Hoover introduced the
Model Duster. This would be their first attempt at a cylinder cleaner. It used a Model motor with
a modified suction impeller, which was mounted on a unique aluminum body with runners,
allowing the cleaner to be pulled behind the user. The Duster was produced for only three
months and roughly 9, were made. Herbert W. Hoover, Sr. The good design and exceptional
durability of these machines mean many are still in service today, some at over 80 years old. In ,
Hoover introduced a new optional headlamp called the Hoover Hedlite on Models , and The
Hoover Hedlite illuminated the floor ahead of the cleaner, useful for dimly-lit rooms and
corridors, and under furniture. Several new slogans mentioned the light, including 'It shows you
the dirt you never knew you had! In , Hoover introduced the top-of-the-line Model It had a time to
empty bag indicator; [9] automatic height adjustment; a magnesium body, which made it weigh
less than previous models; instant tool conversion; and a two-speed motor. One of the first
Dreyfuss designs for Hoover, it was the symbol of the machine age; the beautiful Bakelite hood
hid the entire motor from view and there were no protruding knobs or gadgets. It was the first
Hoover cleaner that was not of the traditional "coffee can" style, which Hoover had been using
since its earliest years. From to , Hoover ceased all vacuum cleaner production and converted
the North Canton, Ohio factory to support the war effort. When the war ended in , Hoover started
producing cleaners again and unveiled the Model 27 for post-war America to enjoy. In , Hoover
introduced the Veriflex, which was the first rubberized suction hose in the industry. In , Herbert
W. Hoover Jr. Earl Hoover, also served as chairman and honorary director. The sombre and
restrained colors of the previous decades gave way to bright, striking modern color-schemes,
starting with the Hoover Model 29 in , which was red instead of the regular black and brown
colors of the past. It was the last machine designed by Henry Dreyfuss, the industrial designer
who had worked with the company since the early s. This was not a new idea: instant tool
conversion had been introduced in with the Model Cleaning Ensemble. However, new to Model
65, and slightly later in Britain on the A, was the introduction of a switch which automatically
shifted the motor to a higher speed as the converter was inserted. The Convertible, or the
Senior, in Britain, remains Hoover's worldwide bestselling cleaner. Although the domestic line
was finally discontinued in , a version called the Guardsman is still available in the commercial
sector. This was the first-ever clean-air upright cleaner. Rather than the dirt passing directly
through the suction fan and being blown into the bag, it passes through the bag first, leaving
only clean air to pass through the fan. This principle was soon adopted by many manufacturers
and continues to be used today. Also, the machine was constructed out of hard plastic. Hoover
produced this cleaner from until the late s in America. In the summer of , Hoover further refined
the Dial-A-Matic's design when they launched the 'Powerdrive' self-propulsion system on the
Hoover model This idea took much of the effort out of pushing the cleaner, because, by using a
system of gears, wheels, and belts, the cleaner used its own power to drive itself forward and
backwards, the speed and direction being controlled entirely by the user though the
'Triple-Action' handgrip. The powerdrive feature on the model was so efficient, the user could
push the bulky machine forward with one finger, and the feature could also be disengaged with
a button on the handgrip so the machine could travel easily from room to room with the motor
turned off, the machine was very difficult to push when the motor was turned off and the
powerdrive was still activated. This was also the first vacuum cleaner available commercially
that used the self-propulsion system. The 'Powerdrive' system was carried over into the
Concept range in The powerdrive system was later renamed "Self Propelled". Hoover continued
to use this feature on many products of the s and s. It is still being used today by Hoover and
numerous other companies. In , the Hoover family sold the company. On Friday, 6 March ,
Hoover confirmed that it would discontinue production of washing machines and other laundry
products at its Merthyr Tydfil factory, Mid Glamorgan from Saturday, 14 March ; giving the

reason, the company stated that it could no longer manufacture competitively priced laundry
products at the plant. Hoover had initially announced its closure intentions on Tuesday, 18
November , beginning a period of staff consultation. The company was established in the town
over sixty years ago, its factory at Pentrebach , Merthyr Tydfil, opening on 12 October Though
jobs were lost because of this decision, Hoover UK anticipated retaining its headquarters,
logistics, storage and after sales service functions at the site, with some workers retained. The
products sold under the Hoover brand vary increasingly from one market to the next.
Meanwhile, in the UK and most of Europe, Hoover branding appears on Candy Group products
including white goods such as washing machines, dishwashers, and refrigerators, as well as
floorcare products. Current details of the product range available to consumers can be found by
visiting the Hoover website for the market of interest. In the UK and Ireland the term "hoover"
properly as a common noun has long been colloquially synonymous with "vacuum cleaner" and
the verb "to vacuum" e. Despite Hoover no longer being the top seller of vacuum cleaners in the
UK, the term "hoover" has remained as a genericized trademark. Over the years, Hoover has
expanded into other product lines, including kitchen appliances, hair dryers, speakers, and
industrial equipment. The museum exhibits include a number of non-Hoover hand-operated
vacuum cleaners from before the company started, and displays of Hoover products throughout
the company's history. Also on display are some of the munitions the company produced
during World War II to help the war effort, and Hoover family personal items. The company
became publicly traded in the s. Stock in Hoover was first sold on August 6, , allowing the
company to expand. In , Candy Group acquired the Hoover European Appliances Group in its
entirety with the exclusive rights on the brand for the whole of Europe including all territories of
the former-Soviet Union , North Africa and selected countries in the Middle East. In , Maytag
announced that it would consolidate its corporate office and back-office operations in Newton,
Iowa and close almost all of Hoover's overlapping functions. This effectively meant that most
white-collar jobs at Hoover's North Canton location would be eliminated. The company had
previously closed another manufacturing facility in Jackson Township, Stark County, Ohio , and
the facility was sold to a church. Like many manufacturing companies in the United States,
Hoover is experiencing pressures as consumers demand lower-priced goods. Hoover has
operations in Mexico, where operating costs are lower than in the United States. After Maytag
was acquired by Whirlpool in , that firm reached an agreement to sell Hoover to Hong
Kong-based firm Techtronic Industries. Since , the Hoover factory at Meadowbank had
manufactured washing machines and other products. Hoover Australia had its own
administration, sales and marketing, large maintenance and engineering departments, a service
division, and a much larger production workforce. At that time, in the early s, Hoover was
making healthy profits, as a result of investment in new technology and machinery through the
late s, a big drive towards quality improvement, and a very flexible workforce. That sparked a
fight between Email Limited and Southcorp , two of Australia's largest white goods
manufacturers for a commercial sale. Both companies were eager to strengthen their market
share and further monopolize the whitegoods industry. In December , Southcorp announced
that it had bought Hoover Australia. In March , Southcorp began a big rationalization, sacking
workers at the Hoover factory involved in maintenance, stores, administration and supervision.
At the same time, Southcorp announced a big increase in their share price. After the Southcorp
takeover, a culture of fear was introduced, based on a concerted campaign to strip all the
indirect labor from the workforce, and a myth that the factory was inefficient and unproductive.
Morale at the factory went into a downward spiral. That was followed by decisions to stop
production of barrel and upright vacuum cleaners, followed by front-loading washing machines.
They were replaced with imported products. Plastic molding production was contracted out.
The factory was being stripped of production, volume and jobs. A cost reduction campaign
followed with good-quality components being replaced by inferior cheap components, and there
was a complete breakdown of any real preventive maintenance program, which resulted in a
large number of machine and equipment breakdowns. The reality, rather than the myth, was the
Hoover Meadowbank site was being run into the ground by corporate decisions. In the late s,
Email closed the Meadowbank factory and integrated its whitegoods manufacturing into the
Simpson plant in South Australia. The vacuum cleaner side of the business was sold to
Godfreys. Several years later, Email itself was sold and broken up, and the whitegoods division
of Email was sold to Electrolux. Shortly after taking ownership, Electrolux ceased leasing the
Hoover brand name, and the manufacturing and supply of Hoover white goods ceased in
Australia. In , the British division of Hoover announced the Hoover free flights promotion , the
demand for which rose far beyond the company's expectations, resulting in major costs and
public relations problems for the British division and Maytag , which eventually led to its sale to
the Italian manufacturer Candy. In , legal action was started in the United Kingdom to take

Hoover to court over the promotion, and was successful in Hoover v. Sandy Jack at the sheriff
court in Kirkcaldy , Fife. In , US company Hoover was found guilty of patent infringement as
they used Dyson 's Dual Cyclone in their Vortex vacuum except they added one more Cyclone
calling it a Triple Vortex Cyclone [25] As a result, Hoover lost its dominant position in the UK
and in the United States and now faces strong competition from numerous brands. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Hoover factory and salesmen. Hoover tents and factory. Main
article: Hoover free flights promotion. Patent , , "Carpet sweeper and cleaner", James M. Patent
2,, , "Suction cleaner", Harry B. Patent 1,, , "Suction sweeper" Donald G. Patent 2,, , "Indicator
for suction cleaners", Harry B. Patent D , "Design for a casing for suction cleaners or similar
articles", Henry Dreyfuss, issued 4 May Patent D , "Design for a casing for a suction cleaner or
similar article", Henry Dreyfuss, issued 10 November Patent 2,, , "Method of making flexible
hose for suction cleaners", F. Earl Hoover". The New York Times. International Magazine Co.
The Wall Street Journal. December 7, Communist Party of Australia. Retrieved 30 July The
Hoover Company. James M. Hoover Building. Hoover free flights promotion. Candy company
Techtronic Industries. Techtronic Industries. Zhang Ruimin founder. Haier Pakistan. Categories
: American companies established in Electronics companies established in Manufacturing
companies based in Ohio Maytag brands Vacuum cleaner manufacturers Whirlpool Corporation
brands Home appliance manufacturers of the United States establishments in Ohio mergers and
acquisitions mergers and acquisitions mergers and acquisitions American subsidiaries of
foreign companies Haier. Hidden categories: Use American English from January All Wikipedia
articles written in American English Coordinates not on Wikidata All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from June Wikipedia articles needing
clarification from January Articles with unsourced statements from January Commons category
link is on Wikidata Official website different in Wikidata and Wikipedia. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Charlotte, NC , US. Vacuum cleaners,
deep cleaners, hard-floor cleaners, stick vacs, laundry products. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Hoover Company. In quantum field theory , and specifically quantum
electrodynamics , vacuum polarization describes a process in which a background
electromagnetic field produces virtual electron â€” positron pairs that change the distribution of
charges and currents that generated the original electromagnetic field. It is also sometimes
referred to as the self-energy of the gauge boson photon. After developments in radar
equipment for World War II resulted in higher accuracy for measuring the energy levels of the
hydrogen atom, I. Rabi made measurements of the Lamb shift and the anomalous magnetic
dipole moment of the electron. Later, Hans Bethe [1] theoretically calculated those shifts in the
hydrogen energy levels due to vacuum polarization on his return train ride from the Shelter
Island Conference to Cornell. The effects of vacuum polarization have been routinely observed
experimentally since then as very well-understood background effects. Vacuum polarization
referred to below as the one loop contribution occurs with leptons electronâ€”positron pairs or
quarks, the former leptons first observed in s but also more recently observed in using the
TRISTAN particle accelerator in Japan, [2] the latter quarks along with multiple quarkâ€”gluon
loop contributions from the early s to mids using the VEPP-2M particle accelerator at the
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics in Siberia in Russia and many other accelerator laboratories
worldwide. Vacuum polarization was first discussed in papers by P. Dirac [4] and W. Heisenberg
[5] in Effects of vacuum polarization were calculated to first order in the coupling constant by R.
Serber [6] and E. Uehling [7] in According to quantum field theory , the vacuum between
interacting particles is not simply empty space. Rather, it contains short-lived virtual
particleâ€”antiparticle pairs leptons or quarks and gluons. These short-lived pairs are called
vacuum bubbles. It can be shown that they have no measurable impact on any process. Virtual
particleâ€”antiparticle pairs can also occur as a photon propagates. The one-loop contribution
of a fermionâ€”antifermion pair to the vacuum polarization is represented by the following
diagram:. These particleâ€”antiparticle pairs carry various kinds of charges, such as color
charge if they are subject to QCD such as quarks or gluons , or the more familiar
electromagnetic charge if they are electrically charged leptons or quarks , the most familiar
charged lepton being the electron and since it is the lightest in mass , the most numerous due
to the energyâ€”time uncertainty principle as mentioned above; e. Such charged pairs act as an
electric dipole. In the presence of an electric field, e. The field therefore will be weaker than
would be expected if the vacuum were completely empty. This reorientation of the short-lived
particleâ€”antiparticle pairs is referred to as vacuum polarization. Extremely strong electric and
magnetic fields cause an excitation of electronâ€”positron pairs. Maxwell's equations are the
classical limit of the quantum electrodynamics which cannot be described by any classical
theory. This can be understood as a screening of a point charge by a medium with a dielectric

permittivity, which is why the term vacuum polarization is used. See also the Uehling potential.
These effects break the linearity of Maxwell's equations and therefore break the superposition
principle. The QED result for slowly varying fields can be written in non-linear relations for the
vacuum. As of , [update] this polarization and magnetization has not been directly measured.
Thus the vacuum polarization depends on the momentum transfer, or in other words, the
electric constant is scale dependent. In particular, for electromagnetism we can write the
fine-structure constant as an effective momentum-transfer-dependent quantity; to first order in
the corrections, we have. Vacuum polarization affecting spin interactions has also been
reported based on experimental data and also treated theoretically in QCD , as for example in
considering the hadron spin structure. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Virtual
anti-particle pair production giving self-energy to the electromagnetic field. Quantum
electrodynamics. See also: Template:Quantum mechanics topics. Categories : Quantum field
theory Quantum electrodynamics. Hidden categories: Use American English from February All
Wikipedia articles written in American English Articles with short description Short description
matches Wikidata Articles containing potentially dated statements from All articles containing
potentially dated statements CS1 German-language sources de. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. A vacuum cleaner , also known simply as a vacuum or a
hoover , is a device that causes suction in order to remove debris from floors, upholstery,
draperies and other surfaces. It is generally electrically driven. The debris is collected by either
a dustbag or a cyclone for later disposal. Vacuum cleaners, which are used in homes as well as
in industry, exist in a variety of sizes and modelsâ€”small battery-powered hand-held devices,
wheeled canister models for home use, domestic central vacuum cleaners , huge stationary
industrial appliances that can handle several hundred litres of dust before being emptied, and
self-propelled vacuum trucks for recovery of large spills or removal of contaminated soil.
Specialized shop vacuums can be used to suck up both dust and liquids. Although vacuum
cleaner and the short form vacuum are neutral names, in some countries UK, Ireland, USA
hoover is used instead as a genericized trademark , and as a verb. The name comes from the
Hoover Company , one of the first and more influential companies in the development of the
device. In New Zealand, particularly the Southland region, it is sometimes called a lux , likewise
a genericized trademark and used as a verb. The vacuum cleaner evolved from the carpet
sweeper via manual vacuum cleaners. The first manual models, using bellows, were developed
in the s, and the first motorized designs appeared at the turn of the 20th century, with the first
decade being the boom decade. Called a 'carpet sweeper', It gathered dust with a rotating brush
and had a bellows for generating suction. The bulky device worked with a belt driven fan
cranked by hand that made it awkward to operate, although it was commercially marketed with
mixed success. Bissell of Grand Rapids, Michigan in , who also manufactured carpet sweepers.
The end of the 19th century saw the introduction of powered cleaners, although early types
used some variation of blowing air to clean instead of suction. Thurman of St. Louis , Missouri
submitted a patent U. Corrine Dufour of Savannah, Georgia received two patents in and for
another blown air system that seems to have featured the first use of an electric motor. In
powered vacuum cleaners using suction were invented independently by British engineer
Hubert Cecil Booth and American inventor David T. Kenney's was a stationary 4, lb. The first
vacuum-cleaning device to be portable and marketed at the domestic market was built in by
Walter Griffiths, a manufacturer in Birmingham , England. In James B. Kirby developed his first
of many vacuums called the "Domestic Cyclone". It used water for dirt separation. Later
revisions came to be known as the Kirby Vacuum Cleaner. In department store janitor James
Murray Spangler â€” of Canton, Ohio invented the first portable electric vacuum cleaner, [13]
obtaining a patent for the Electric Suction Sweeper on 2 June Crucially, in addition to suction
from an electric fan that blew the dirt and dust into a soap box and one of his wife's pillow
cases, Spangler's design utilized a rotating brush to loosen debris. Subsequent innovations
included the beater bar in "It beats as it sweeps as it cleans" , [15] disposal filter bags in the s,
and an upright vacuum cleaner in In Continental Europe , the Fisker and Nielsen company in
Denmark was the first to sell vacuum cleaners in The design weighed just The Swedish
company Electrolux launched their Model V in with the innovation of being able to lie on the
floor on two thin metal runners. For many years after their introduction, vacuum cleaners
remained a luxury item, but after the Second World War, they became common among the
middle classes. Vacuums tend to be more common in Western countries because in most other
parts of the world, wall-to-wall carpeting is uncommon and homes have tile or hardwood floors ,
which are easily swept, wiped or mopped manually without power assist. The last decades of
the 20th century saw the more widespread use of technologies developed earlier, including
filterless cyclonic dirt separation, central vacuum systems and rechargeable hand-held

vacuums. In addition, miniaturized computer technology and improved batteries allowed the
development of a new type of machine â€” the autonomous robotic vacuum cleaner. In
Electrolux of Sweden demonstrated the Electrolux Trilobite , the first autonomous cordless
robotic vacuum cleaner on the BBC-TV program Tomorrow's World , introducing it to the
consumer market in In a British company released Airider , a hovering vacuum cleaner that
floats on a cushion of air, similar to a hovercraft. It has claimed to be light-weight and easier to
maneuver compared to using wheels , although it is not the first vacuum cleaner to do this â€”
the Hoover Constellation predated it by at least 35 years. A British inventor has developed a
new cleaning technology known as Air Recycling Technology, which, instead of using a
vacuum, uses an air stream to collect dust from the carpet. A wide variety of technologies,
designs, and configurations are available for both domestic and commercial cleaning jobs.
Upright vacuum cleaners are popular in the United States, Britain and numerous
Commonwealth countries, but unusual in some Continental European countries. Upright
designs generally employ a rotating brushroll or beater bar, which removes dirt through a
combination of sweeping and vibration. The older of the two designs, direct-fan cleaners have a
large impeller fan mounted close to the suction opening, through which the dirt passes directly,
before being blown into a bag. The motor is often cooled by a separate cooling fan. Because of
their large-bladed fans, and comparatively short airpaths, direct-fan cleaners create a very
efficient airflow from a low amount of power, and make effective carpet cleaners. Their
"above-floor" cleaning power is less efficient, since the airflow is lost when it passes through a
long hose, and the fan has been optimized for airflow volume and not suction. Fan-bypass
uprights have their motor mounted after the filter bag. Dust is removed from the airstream by
the bag, and usually a filter, before it passes through the fan. The fans are smaller, and are
usually a combination of several moving and stationary turbines working in sequence to boost
power. The motor is cooled by the airstream passing through it. Fan-bypass vacuums are good
for both carpet and above-floor cleaning, since their suction does not significantly diminish
over the distance of a hose, as it does in direct-fan cleaners. However, their air-paths are much
less efficient, and can require more than twice as much power as direct-fan cleaners to achieve
the same results. The most common upright vacuum cleaners use a drive-belt powered by the
suction motor to rotate the brush-roll. However, a more common design of dual motor upright is
available. In these cleaners, the suction is provided via a large motor, while the brushroll is
powered by a separate, smaller motor, which does not create any suction. The brush-roll motor
can sometimes be switched off, so hard floors can be cleaned without the brush-roll scattering
the dirt. It may also have an automatic cut-off feature which shuts the motor off if the brush-roll
becomes jammed, protecting it from damage. Canister models in the UK also often called
cylinder models dominate the European market. They have the motor and dust collector using a
bag or bagless in a separate unit, usually mounted on wheels, which is connected to the
vacuum head by a flexible hose. Their main advantage is flexibility, as the user can attach
different heads for different tasks, and maneuverability the head can reach under furniture and
makes it very easy to vacuum stairs and vertical surfaces. Many cylinder models have power
heads as standard or add-on equipment containing the same sort of mechanical beaters as in
upright units, making them as efficient on carpets as upright models. Such beaters are driven
by a separate electric motor or a turbine which uses the suction power to spin the brushroll via
a drive belt. Drum or shop vac models are essentially heavy-duty industrial versions of cylinder
vacuum cleaners, where the canister consists of a large vertically positioned drum which can be
stationary or on wheels. Smaller versions, for use in garages or small workshops, are usually
electrically powered. Built-in dust collection systems are also used in many workshops. They
are generally designed to be used both indoors and outdoors and to accommodate both wet
and dry debris; some are also equipped with an exhaust port or detachable blower for reversing
the airflow, a useful function for everything from clearing a clogged hose to blowing dust into a
corner for easy collection. They commonly can accommodate both wet and dry soilage, a useful
feature in industrial plants and manufacturing facilities. Backpack vacuum cleaners are
commonly used for commercial cleaning: they allow the user to move rapidly about a large area.
They are essentially small canister vacuums strapped onto the user's back. Lightweight
hand-held vacuum cleaners, either powered from rechargeable batteries or mains power, are
also popular for cleaning up smaller spills. In the late s and early s, several companies
developed robotic vacuum cleaners , a form of carpet sweeper usually equipped with limited
suction power. Some prominent brands are Roomba , Neato , and bObsweep. These machines
move autonomously while collecting surface dust and debris into a dustbin. They can usually
navigate around furniture and come back to a docking station to charge their batteries, and a
few are able to empty their dust containers into the dock as well. Most models are equipped
with motorized brushes and a vacuum motor to collect dust and debris. While most robotic

vacuum cleaners are designed for home use, some models are appropriate for operation in
offices, hotels, hospitals, etc. In December , Neato Robotics launched the world's first robotic
vacuum cleaner which uses a rotating laser-based range-finder a form of lidar to scan and map
its surrounding. It uses this map to clean the floor methodically, even if it requires the robot to
return to its base multiple times to recharge itself. In many cases it will notice when an area of
the floor that was previously inaccessible becomes reachable, such as when a dog wakes up
from a nap, and return to vacuum that area. Portable vacuum cleaners working on the cyclonic
separation principle became popular in the s. This dirt separation principle was well known and
often used in central vacuum systems. Cleveland's P. Geier Company had obtained a patent on
a cyclonic vacuum cleaner as early as , which was later sold to Health-Mor in , introducing the
Filter Queen cyclonic canister vacuum cleaner. In , James Dyson introduced a portable unit with
cyclonic separation, adapting this design from industrial saw mills. Critics expected that people
would not buy a vacuum cleaner at twice the price of a conventional unit, but the Dyson design
later became the most popular cleaner in the UK. Cyclonic cleaners do not use filtration bags.
Instead, the dust is separated in a detachable cylindrical collection vessel or bin. Air and dust
are sucked at high speed into the collection vessel at a direction tangential to the vessel wall,
creating a fast-spinning vortex. The dust particles and other debris move to the outside of the
vessel by centrifugal force , where they fall due to gravity. In fixed-installation central vacuum
cleaners , the cleaned air may be exhausted directly outside without need for further filtration. A
well-designed cyclonic filtration system loses suction power due to airflow restriction only
when the collection vessel is almost full. This is in marked contrast to filter bag systems, which
lose suction when pores in the filter become clogged as dirt and dust are collected. In portable
cyclonic models, the cleaned air from the center of the vortex is expelled from the machine after
passing through a number of successively finer filters at the top of the container. The first filter
is intended to trap particles which could damage the subsequent filters that remove fine dust
particles. The filters must regularly be cleaned or replaced to ensure that the machine continues
to perform efficiently. Since Dyson's success in raising public awareness of cyclonic
separation, several other companies have introduced cyclone models. Plastic or metal piping
connects the inlets to the central unit. The vacuum head may be unpowered, or have beaters
operated by an electric motor or by an air-driven turbine. The dirt bag or collection bin in a
central vacuum system is usually so large that emptying or changing needs to be done less
often, perhaps a few times per year for an ordinary household. The central unit usually stays in
stand-by, and is turned on by a switch on the handle of the hose. Alternately, the unit powers up
when the hose is plugged into the wall inlet, when the metal hose connector makes contact with
two prongs in the wall inlet and control current is transmitted through low voltage wires to the
main unit. A central vacuum typically produces greater suction than common portable vacuum
cleaners because a larger fan and more powerful motor can be used when they are not required
to be portable. A cyclonic separation system , if used, does not lose suction as the collection
container fills up, until the container is nearly full. This is in marked contrast to filter-bag
designs, which start losing suction immediately as pores in the filter become clogged by
accumulated dirt and dust. A benefit to allergy sufferers is that unlike a standard vacuum
cleaner, which must blow some of the dirt collected back into the room being cleaned no matter
how efficient its filtration , a central vacuum removes all the dirt collected to the central unit.
Since this central unit is usually located outside the living area, no dust is recirculated back into
the room being cleaned. Also it is possible on most newer models to vent the exhaust entirely
outside, even with the unit inside the living quarters. Another benefit of the central vacuum is,
because of the remote location of the motor unit, there is much less noise in the room being
cleaned than with a standard vacuum cleaner. The Hoover Company marketed an unusual
vacuum cleaner, called the Constellation , in the s. The cylinder type lacked wheels, and instead
the vacuum cleaner floated on its exhaust, operating as a hovercraft , although this is not true
of the earliest models. They had a rotating hose with the intention being that the user would
place the unit in the center of the room, and work around the cleaner. Introduced in , they are
collectible, and are easily identified by their spherical shape. But they remain an interesting
machine; restored, they work well in homes with many hardwood floors. The Constellations
were changed and updated over the years until discontinued in These Constellations route all of
the exhaust under the vacuum using a different airfoil. The updated design is quiet even by
modern standards, particularly on carpet as it muffles the sound. These models float on carpet
or bare floorâ€”although on hard flooring, the exhaust air tends to scatter any fluff or debris
around. Hoover re-released an updated version of this later model Constellation in the US model
S in Pearl White and S in stainless steel. Changes include a HEPA filtration bag, a amp motor, a
turbine-powered brush roll, and a redesigned version of the handle. This same model was
marketed in the UK under the Maytag brand as the Satellite because of licensing restrictions. It

was sold from to See vacuum truck for very big vacuum cleaners mounted on vehicles. Some
other vacuum cleaners include an electric mop in the same machine: for a dry and a later wet
clean. The iRobot company developed the Scooba , a robotic wet vacuum cleaner that carries
its own cleaning solution, applies it and scrubs the floor, and vacuums the dirty water into a
collection tank. A vacuum's suction is caused by a difference in air pressure. A fan driven by an
electric motor often a universal motor reduces the pressure inside the machine. Atmospheric
pressure then pushes the air through the carpet and into the nozzle, and so the dust is literally
pushed into the bag. Vacuums by their nature cause dust to become airborne, by exhausting air
that is not completely filtered. This can cause health problems since the operator ends up
inhaling respirable dust , which is also redeposited into the area being cleaned. There are
several methods manufacturers use to control this problem, some of which may be combined
together in a single appliance. Typically a filter is positioned so that the incoming air passes
through it before it reaches the fan, and then the filtered air passes through the motor for
cooling purposes. Some other designs use a completely separate air intake for cooling. It is
nearly impossible for a practical air filter to completely remove all ultrafine particles from a
dirt-laden airstream. An ultra-efficient air filter will immediately clog up and become ineffective
during everyday use, and practical filters are a compromise between filtering effectiveness and
restriction of airflow. One way to sidestep this problem is to exhaust partially filtered air to the
outdoors, which is a design feature of some central vacuum systems. Specially engineered
portable vacuums may also utilize this design, but are more awkward to set up and use,
requiring temporary installation of a separate exhaust hose to an exterior window. Ordinary
vacuum cleaners should never be used to clean up asbestos fibers, even if fitted with a HEPA
filter. Specially-designed machines are required to safely clean up asbestos. Most vacuum
cleaners are supplied with numerous specialized attachments, such as tools, brushes and
extension wands, which allow them to reach otherwise inaccessible places or to be used for
cleaning a variety of surfaces. The most common of these tools are:. The suction is the
maximum pressure difference that the pump can create. For example, a typical domestic model
has a suction of about negative 20 kPa. The higher the suction rating, the more powerful the
cleaner. The power consumption of a vacuum cleaner, in watts , is often the only figure stated.
The rated input power does not indicate the effectiveness of the cleaner, only how much
electricity it consumes. After August , due to EU rules, manufacture of vacuum cleaners with a
power consumption greater than watts were banned within the EU, and from no vacuum cleaner
with a wattage greater than watts was permitted. The amount of input power that is converted
into airflow at the end of the cleaning hose is sometimes stated, and is measured in airwatts :
the measurement units are simply watts. The word "air" is used to clarify that this is output
power, not input electrical power. The airwatt is derived from English units. ASTM International
defines the airwatt as 0. This makes one airwatt equal to 0. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Device that sucks up dust and dirt from floors. Main article: Manual vacuum
cleaner. This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. March Learn
how and when to remove this template message. For the Jonathan Coulton song, see Thing a
Week. Main article: Central vacuum cleaner. Main article: Airwatt. Home appliance
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Look up hoover in Wiktionary, the free dictionary. Look up vacuum cleaner in Wiktionary, the
free dictionary. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Vacuum cleaner. A vacuum tube , an
electron tube , [1] [2] [3] valve British usage or tube North America , [4] is a device that controls
electric current flow in a high vacuum between electrodes to which an electric potential
difference has been applied. The type known as a thermionic tube or thermionic valve uses the
phenomenon of thermionic emission of electrons from a hot cathode and is used for a number
of fundamental electronic functions such as signal amplification and current rectification.
Non-thermionic types, such as a vacuum phototube however, achieve electron emission
through the photoelectric effect , and are used for such purposes as the detection of light
intensities. In both types, the electrons are accelerated from the cathode to the anode by the
electric field in the tube. The simplest vacuum tube, the diode , invented in by John Ambrose
Fleming , contains only a heated electron-emitting cathode and an anode. Electrons can only
flow in one direction through the deviceâ€”from the cathode to the anode. Adding one or more
control grids within the tube allows the current between the cathode and anode to be controlled
by the voltage on the grids. These devices became a key component of electronic circuits for
the first half of the twentieth century. They were crucial to the development of radio, television,
radar, sound recording and reproduction , long-distance telephone networks, and analog and
early digital computers. Although some applications had used earlier technologies such as the
spark gap transmitter for radio or mechanical computers for computing, it was the invention of
the thermionic vacuum tube that made these technologies widespread and practical, and
created the discipline of electronics. In the s, the invention of semiconductor devices made it
possible to produce solid-state devices, which are smaller, more efficient, reliable, durable,
safer, and more economical than thermionic tubes. Beginning in the mids, thermionic tubes
were being replaced by the transistor. However, the cathode-ray tube CRT remained the basis
for television monitors and oscilloscopes until the early 21st century. Thermionic tubes are still
used in some applications, such as the magnetron used in microwave ovens, certain
high-frequency amplifiers, and amplifiers that audio enthusiasts prefer for their "warmer" tube
sound. Gas-filled tubes are similar devices, but containing a gas, typically at low pressure,
which exploit phenomena related to electric discharge in gases , usually without a heater. One
classification of thermionic vacuum tubes is by the number of active electrodes. A device with
two active elements is a diode , usually used for rectification. Devices with three elements are
triodes used for amplification and switching. Additional electrodes create tetrodes , pentodes ,
and so forth, which have multiple additional functions made possible by the additional
controllable electrodes. Tubes have different functions, such as cathode ray tubes which create
a beam of electrons for display purposes such as the television picture tube in addition to more
specialized functions such as electron microscopy and electron beam lithography. X-ray tubes
are also vacuum tubes. Phototubes and photomultipliers rely on electron flow through a
vacuum, though in those cases electron emission from the cathode depends on energy from
photons rather than thermionic emission. Since these sorts of "vacuum tubes" have functions
other than electronic amplification and rectification they are described elsewhere. A vacuum
tube consists of two or more electrodes in a vacuum inside an airtight envelope. Most tubes
have glass envelopes with a glass-to-metal seal based on kovar sealable borosilicate glasses ,
though ceramic and metal envelopes atop insulating bases have been used. The electrodes are
attached to leads which pass through the envelope via an airtight seal. Most vacuum tubes have
a limited lifetime, due to the filament or heater burning out or other failure modes, so they are
made as replaceable units; the electrode leads connect to pins on the tube's base which plug
into a tube socket. Tubes were a frequent cause of failure in electronic equipment, and
consumers were expected to be able to replace tubes themselves. In addition to the base
terminals, some tubes had an electrode terminating at a top cap. The principal reason for doing
this was to avoid leakage resistance through the tube base, particularly for the high impedance
grid input. Other reasons for using a top cap include improving stability by reducing
grid-to-anode capacitance, [9] improved high-frequency performance, keeping a very high plate
voltage away from lower voltages, and accommodating one more electrode than allowed by the
base. There was even an occasional design that had two top cap connections. The earliest
vacuum tubes evolved from incandescent light bulbs , containing a filament sealed in an
evacuated glass envelope. When hot, the filament releases electrons into the vacuum, a process
called thermionic emission , originally known as the Edison effect. A second electrode, the
anode or plate , will attract those electrons if it is at a more positive voltage. The result is a net
flow of electrons from the filament to plate. However, electrons cannot flow in the reverse
direction because the plate is not heated and does not emit electrons. The filament cathode has
a dual function: it emits electrons when heated; and, together with the plate, it creates an
electric field due to the potential difference between them. Such a tube with only two electrodes

is termed a diode , and is used for rectification. Since current can only pass in one direction,
such a diode or rectifier will convert alternating current AC to pulsating DC. Diodes can
therefore be used in a DC power supply , as a demodulator of amplitude modulated AM radio
signals and for similar functions. Early tubes used the filament as the cathode; this is called a
"directly heated" tube. Most modern tubes are "indirectly heated" by a "heater" element inside a
metal tube that is the cathode. The heater is electrically isolated from the surrounding cathode
and simply serves to heat the cathode sufficiently for thermionic emission of electrons. The
electrical isolation allows all the tubes' heaters to be supplied from a common circuit which can
be AC without inducing hum while allowing the cathodes in different tubes to operate at
different voltages. Round invented the indirectly heated tube around The filaments require
constant and often considerable power, even when amplifying signals at the microwatt level.
Power is also dissipated when the electrons from the cathode slam into the anode plate and
heat it; this can occur even in an idle amplifier due to quiescent currents necessary to ensure
linearity and low distortion. In a power amplifier, this heating can be considerable and can
destroy the tube if driven beyond its safe limits. Since the tube contains a vacuum, the anodes
in most small and medium power tubes are cooled by radiation through the glass envelope. In
some special high power applications, the anode forms part of the vacuum envelope to conduct
heat to an external heat sink, usually cooled by a blower, or water-jacket. Klystrons and
magnetrons often operate their anodes called collectors in klystrons at ground potential to
facilitate cooling, particularly with water, without high-voltage insulation. These tubes instead
operate with high negative voltages on the filament and cathode. Except for diodes, additional
electrodes are positioned between the cathode and the plate anode. These electrodes are
referred to as grids as they are not solid electrodes but sparse elements through which
electrons can pass on their way to the plate. The vacuum tube is then known as a triode ,
tetrode , pentode , etc. A triode has three electrodes: the anode, cathode, and one grid, and so
on. The first grid, known as the control grid, and sometimes other grids transforms the diode
into a voltage-controlled device : the voltage applied to the control grid affects the current
between the cathode and the plate. When held negative with respect to the cathode, the control
grid creates an electric field that repels electrons emitted by the cathode, thus reducing or even
stopping the current between cathode and anode. As long as the control grid is negative
relative to the cathode, essentially no current flows into it, yet a change of several volts on the
control grid is sufficient to make a large difference in the plate current, possibly changing the
output by hundreds of volts depending on the circuit. The solid-state device which operates
most like the pentode tube is the junction field-effect transistor JFET , although vacuum tubes
typically operate at over a hundred volts, unlike most semiconductors in most applications. The
19th century saw increasing research with evacuated tubes, such as the Geissler and Crookes
tubes. With the exception of early light bulbs , such tubes were only used in scientific research
or as novelties. The groundwork laid by these scientists and inventors, however, was critical to
the development of subsequent vacuum tube technology. Although thermionic emission was
originally reported in by Frederick Guthrie , [11] it was Thomas Edison's apparently independent
discovery of the phenomenon in that became well known. Although Edison was aware of the
unidirectional property of current flow between the filament and the anode, his interest and
patent [12] concentrated on the sensitivity of the anode current to the current through the
filament and thus filament temperature. Little practical use was ever made of this property
however early radios often implemented volume controls through varying the filament current
of amplifying tubes. It was only years later that John Ambrose Fleming utilized the rectifying
property of the diode tube to detect demodulate radio signals, a substantial improvement on the
early cat's-whisker detector already used for rectification. Amplification by vacuum tube
became practical only with Lee De Forest 's invention of the three-terminal " audion " tube, a
crude form of what was to become the triode. The electronics revolution of the 20th century
arguably began with the invention of the triode vacuum tube. In , as a result of experiments
conducted on Edison effect bulbs imported from the United States, he developed a device he
called an "oscillation valve" because it passes current in only one direction. The heated
filament, was capable of thermionic emission of electrons that would flow to the plate or anode
when it was at a positive voltage with respect to the heated cathode. Electrons, however, could
not pass in the reverse direction because the plate was not heated and thus not capable of
thermionic emission of electrons. Later known as the Fleming valve , it could be used as a
rectifier of alternating current and as a radio wave detector. This greatly improved the crystal
set which rectified the radio signal using an early solid-state diode based on a crystal and a
so-called cat's whisker , an adjustable point contact. Unlike modern semiconductors, such a
diode required painstaking adjustment of the contact to the crystal in order for it to rectify. The
tube was relatively immune to vibration, and thus vastly superior on shipboard duty, particularly

for navy ships with the shock of weapon fire commonly knocking the sensitive but delicate
galena off its sensitive point the tube was in general no more sensitive as a radio detector, but
was adjustment free. The diode tube was a reliable alternative for detecting radio signals. As
electronic engineering advanced, notably during World War II, this function of a diode came to
be considered as one type of demodulation. While firmly established by history, the term
"detector" is not of itself descriptive and should be considered outdated. Higher-power diode
tubes or power rectifiers found their way into power supply applications until they were
eventually replaced first by selenium, and later, by silicon rectifiers in the s. Originally, the only
use for tubes in radio circuits was for rectification , not amplification. In , Robert von Lieben
filed for a patent [16] for a cathode ray tube which included magnetic deflection. This could be
used for amplifying audio signals and was intended for use in telephony equipment. He would
later help refine the triode vacuum tube. However, Lee De Forest is credited with inventing the
triode tube in while experimenting to improve his original diode Audion. By placing an
additional electrode between the filament cathode and plate anode , he discovered the ability of
the resulting device to amplify signals. As the voltage applied to the control grid or simply
"grid" was lowered from the cathode's voltage to somewhat more negative voltages, the amount
of current from the filament to the plate would be reduced. The negative electrostatic field
created by the grid in the vicinity of the cathode would inhibit the passage of emitted electrons
and reduce the current to the plate. Thus, a few volt difference at the grid would make a large
change in the plate current and could lead to a much larger voltage change at the plate; the
result was voltage and power amplification. In , De Forest was granted a patent U. Patent , for
such a three-electrode version of his original Audion for use as an electronic amplifier in radio
communications. This eventually became known as the triode. De Forest's original device was
made with conventional vacuum technology. The vacuum was not a "hard vacuum" but rather
left a very small amount of residual gas. The physics behind the device's operation was also not
settled. The residual gas would cause a blue glow visible ionization when the plate voltage was
high above about 60 volts. Finnish inventor Eric Tigerstedt significantly improved on the
original triode design in , while working on his sound-on-film process in Berlin, Germany.
Tigerstedt's innovation was to make the electrodes concentric cylinders with the cathode at the
centre, thus greatly increasing the collection of emitted electrons at the anode. Irving Langmuir
at the General Electric research laboratory Schenectady, New York had improved Wolfgang
Gaede 's high-vacuum diffusion pump and used it to settle the question of thermionic emission
and conduction in a vacuum. Consequently, General Electric started producing hard vacuum
triodes which were branded Pliotrons in Pliotrons were closely followed by the French type ' TM
' and later the English type 'R' which were in widespread use by the allied military by The triode
and its derivatives tetrodes and pentodes are transconductance devices, in which the
controlling signal applied to the grid is a voltage , and the resulting amplified signal appearing
at the anode is a current. Compare this to the behavior of the bipolar junction transistor , in
which the controlling signal is a current and the output is also a current. Typical values of g m
for a small-signal vacuum tube are 1 to 10 millisiemens. The non-linear operating characteristic
of the triode caused early tube audio amplifiers to exhibit harmonic distortion at low volumes.
Plotting plate current as a function of applied grid voltage, it was seen that there was a range of
grid voltages for which the transfer characteristics were approximately linear. To use this range,
a negative bias voltage had to be applied to the grid to position the DC operating point in the
linear region. This was called the idle condition, and the plate current at this point the "idle
current". The controlling voltage was superimposed onto the bias voltage, resulting in a linear
variation of plate current in response to positive and negative variation of the input voltage
around that point. This concept is called grid bias. Many early radio sets had a third battery
called the "C battery" unrelated to the present-day C cell , for which the letter denotes its size
and shape. The C battery's positive terminal was connected to the cathode of the tubes or
"ground" in most circuits and whose negative terminal supplied this bias voltage to the grids of
the tubes. Later circuits, after tubes were made with heaters isolated from their cathodes, used
cathode biasing , avoiding the need for a separate negative power supply. For cathode biasing,
a relatively low-value resistor is connected between the cathode and ground. This makes the
cathode positive with respect to the grid, which is at ground potential for DC. However C
batteries continued to be included in some equipment even when the "A" and "B" batteries had
been replaced by power from the AC mains. That was possible because there was essentially no
current draw on these batteries; they could thus last for many years often longer than all the
tubes without requiring replacement. When triodes were first used in radio transmitters and
receivers, it was found that tuned amplification stages had a tendency to oscillate unless their
gain was very limited. This was due to the parasitic capacitance between the plate the
amplifier's output and the control grid the amplifier's input , known as the Miller capacitance.

Eventually the technique of neutralization was developed whereby the RF transformer
connected to the plate anode would include an additional winding in the opposite phase. This
winding would be connected back to the grid through a small capacitor, and when properly
adjusted would cancel the Miller capacitance. This technique was employed and led to the
success of the Neutrodyne radio during the s. However, neutralization required careful
adjustment and proved unsatisfactory when used over a wide range of frequencies. To combat
the stability problems and limited voltage gain due to the Miller effect , the physicist Walter H.
Schottky invented the tetrode tube in A positive voltage slightly lower than the plate anode
voltage was applied to it, and was bypassed for high frequencies to ground with a capacitor.
This arrangement decoupled the anode and the control grid , essentially eliminating the Miller
capacitance and its associated problems. The screen's constant voltage also reduced the anode
voltage's influence on the space charge. Where the ratio of plate voltage control of plate current
to grid control of the plate current amplification factor commonly ranges from below ten to
perhaps , tetrode amplification factors readily exceeded Consequently, higher voltage gains
from a single tube became possible, reducing the number of tubes required in many circuits.
This two-grid tube is called a tetrode , meaning four active electrodes, and was common by
However, the tetrode had one new problem. In any tube, electrons strike the anode with
sufficient energy to cause the emission of electrons from its surface. In a triode this so-called
secondary emission of electrons is not important since they are simply re-captured by the more
positive anode plate. But in a tetrode they can be captured by the screen grid thus also acting
as an anode since it is also at a high voltage, thus robbing them from the plate current and
reducing the amplification of the device. Since secondary electrons can outnumber the primary
electrons, in the worst case, particularly as the plate voltage dips below the screen voltage, the
plate current can decrease with increasing plate voltage. This is the so-called "tetrode kink" and
is an example of negative resistance which can itself cause instability. The so-called dynatron
oscillator thus operated on the same principle of negative resistance as the tunnel diode
oscillator many years later. Another undesirable consequence of secondary emission is that in
extreme cases enough charge can flow to the screen grid to overheat and destroy it. Later
tetrodes had anodes treated to reduce secondary emission; earlier ones such as the type 77
sharp-cutoff pentode connected as a tetrode made better dynatrons. The solution was to add
another grid between the screen grid and the main anode, called the suppressor grid since it
suppressed secondary emission current toward the screen grid. This grid was held at the
cathode or "ground" voltage and its negative voltage relative to the anode electrostatically
repelled secondary electrons so that they would be collected by the anode after all. This
three-grid tube is called a pentode , meaning five electrodes. The pentode was invented in by
Bernard D. Tellegen [23] and became generally favored over the simple tetrode. Pentodes are
made in two classes: those with the suppressor grid wired internally to the cathode e. An
alternative solution for power applications is the beam tetrode or "beam power tube", discussed
below. Superheterodyne receivers require a local oscillator and mixer , combined in the function
of a single pentagrid converter tube. Various alternatives such as using a combination of a
triode with a hexode and even an octode have been used for this purpose. The additional grids
include control grids at a low potential and screen grids at a high voltage. Many designs use
such a screen grid as an additional anode to provide feedback for the oscillator function, whose
current adds to that of the incoming radio frequency signal. The pentagrid converter thus
became widely used in AM receivers, including the miniature tube version of the " All American
Five ". Octodes, such as the 7A8, were rarely used in the United States, but much more common
in Europe, particularly in battery operated radios where the lower power consumption was an
advantage. To further reduce the cost and complexity of radio equipment, two separate
structures triode and pentode for instance can be combined in the bulb of a single multisection
tube. An early example is the Loewe 3NF. This s device has three triodes in a single glass
envelope together with all the fixed capacitors and resistors required to make a complete radio
receiver. As the Loewe set had only one tube socket, it was able to substantially undercut the
competition, since, in Germany, state tax was levied by the number of sockets. However,
reliability was compromised, and production costs for the tube were much greater. In a sense,
these were akin to integrated circuits. This Emerson set also has a single tube socket, but
because it uses a four-pin base, the additional element connections are made on a "mezzanine"
platform at the top of the tube base. By multisection tubes had become commonplace. There
were constraints, however, due to patents and other licensing considerations see British Valve
Association. Constraints due to the number of external pins leads often forced the functions to
share some of those external connections such as their cathode connections in addition to the
heater connection. The RCA Type 55 is a double diode triode used as a detector, automatic gain
control rectifier and audio preamplifier in early AC powered radios. These sets often include the

53 Dual Triode Audio Output. Another early type of multi-section tube, the 6SN7 , is a "dual
triode" which performs the functions of two triode tubes while taking up half as much space
and costing less. The 12AX7 is a dual "high mu" high voltage gain [24] [25] [26] triode in a
miniature enclosure, and became widely used in audio signal amplifiers, instruments, and guitar
amplifiers. The desire to include even more functions in one envelope resulted in the General
Electric Compactron which has 12 pins. A typical example, the 6AG11, contains two triodes and
two diodes. Some otherwise conventional tubes do not fall into standard categories; the 6AR8,
6JH8 and 6ME8 have several common grids, followed by a pair of beam deflection electrodes
which deflected the current towards either of two anodes. They were sometimes known as the
'sheet beam' tubes and used in some color TV sets for color demodulation. The similar was
popular as a balanced SSB de modulator. The beam power tube is usually a tetrode with the
addition of beam-forming electrodes, which take the place of the suppressor grid. These angled
plates not to be confused with the anode focus the electron stream onto certain spots on the
anode which can withstand the heat generated by the impact of massive numbers of electrons,
while also providing pentode behavior. The positioning of the elements in a beam power tube
uses a design called "critical-distance geometry", which minimizes the "tetrode kink", plate to
control grid capacitance, screen grid current, and secondary emission from the anode, thus
increasing power conversion efficiency. The control grid and screen grid are also wound with
the same pitch, or number of wires per inch. The windings of the control and screen grid wires
are aligned such that the screen grid is in the "shadow" of the control grid. The two grids are
positioned so that the control grid creates "sheets" of electrons that pass between the
screen-grid wires. Aligning the grid wires also helps to reduce screen current, which represents
wasted energy. This design helps to overcome some of the practical barriers to designing
high-power, high-efficiency power tubes. While they are not strictly pentodes, their overall
electrical behavior is similar. Variations of the 6L6 design are still widely used in tube guitar
amplifiers, making it one of the longest-lived electronic device families in history. Similar design
strategies are used in the construction of large ceramic power tetrodes used in radio
transmitters. Beam power tubes can be connected as triodes for improved audio tonal quality
but in triode mode deliver significantly reduced power output. Gas-filled tubes such as
discharge tubes and cold cathode tubes are not hard vacuum tubes, though are always filled
with gas at less than sea-level atmospheric pressure. Types such as the voltage-regulator tube
and thyratron resemble hard vacuum tubes and fit in sockets designed for vacuum tubes. Their
distinctive orange, red, or purple glow during operation indicates the presence of gas; electrons
flowing in a vacuum do not produce light within that region. These types may still be referred to
as "electron tubes" as they do perform electronic functions. High-power rectifiers use mercury
vapor to achieve a lower forward voltage drop than high-vacuum tubes. Early tubes used a
metal or glass envelope atop an insulating bakelite base. In a technique was developed to use
an all-glass construction [27] with the pins fused in the glass base of the envelope. This was
used in the design of a much smaller tube outline, known as the miniature tube, having seven or
nine pins. Making tubes smaller reduced the voltage where they could safely operate, and also
reduced the power dissipation of the filament. Miniature tubes became predominant in
consumer applications such as radio receivers and hi-fi amplifiers. However, the larger older
styles continued to be used especially as higher-power rectifiers , in higher-power audio output
stages and as transmitting tubes. Sub-miniature tubes with a size roughly that of half a cigarette
were used in one of the very earliest general-purpose digital computers , the Jaincomp-B,
produced by the Jacobs Instrument Company, [28] [a] and consumer applications as
hearing-aid amplifiers. These tubes did not have pins plugging into a socket but were soldered
in place. The " acorn tube " named due to its shape was also very small, as was the metal-cased
RCA nuvistor from , about the size of a thimble. The nuvistor was developed to compete with
the early transistors and operated at higher frequencies than those early transistors could. The
small size supported especially high-frequency operation; nuvistors were used in aircraft radio
transceivers, UHF television tuners, and some HiFi FM radio tuners Sansui A until replaced by
high-frequency capable transistors. The earliest vacuum tubes strongly resembled
incandescent light bulbs and were made by lamp manufacturers, who had the equipment
needed to manufacture glass envelopes and the vacuum pumps required to evacuate the
enclosures. De Forest used Heinrich Geissler 's mercury displacement pump, which left behind
a partial vacuum. The development of the diffusion pump in and improvement by Irving
Langmuir led to the development of high-vacuum tubes. After World War I, specialized
manufacturers using more economical construction methods were set up to fill the growing
demand for broadcast receivers. This in turn improved tube gain, since the gain of a triode is
inversely proportional to the spacing between grid and cathode. Bare tungsten filaments remain
in use in small transmitting tubes but are brittle and tend to fracture if handled roughlyâ€”e.

These tubes are best suited to stationary equipment where impact and vibration is not present.
Over time vacuum tubes became much smaller. The desire to power electronic equipment using
AC mains power faced a difficulty with respect to the powering of the tubes' filaments, as these
were also the cathode of each tube. The invention of the "equipotential cathode" reduced this
problem, with the filaments being powered by a balanced AC power transformer winding having
a grounded center tap. A superior solution, and one which allowed each cathode to "float" at a
different voltage, was that of the indirectly heated cathode: a cylinder of oxide-coated nickel
acted as an electron-emitting cathode and was electrically isolated from the filament inside it.
Indirectly heated cathodes enable the cathode circuit to be separated from the heater circuit.
The filament, no longer electrically connected to the tube's electrodes, became simply known as
a "heater", and could as well be powered by AC without any introduction of hum. Directly
heated cathode tubes continued to be widely used in battery-powered equipment as their
filaments required considerably less power than the heaters required with indirectly heated
cathodes. Tubes designed for high gain audio applications may have twisted heater wires to
cancel out stray electric fields, fields that could induce objectionable hum into the program
material. Heaters may be energized with either alternating current AC or direct current DC. DC is
often used where low hum is required. Vacuum tubes used as switches made electronic
computing possible for the first time, but the cost and relatively short mean time to failure of
tubes were limiting factors. Flowers was also a pioneer of using tubes as very fast compared to
electromechanical devices electronic switches. Later work confirmed that tube unreliability was
not as serious an issue as generally believed; the ENIAC , with over 17, tubes, had a tube failure
which took 15 minutes to locate on average every two days. The quality of the tubes was a
factor, and the diversion of skilled people during the Second World War lowered the general
quality of tubes. Advances using subminiature tubes included the Jaincomp series of machines
produced by the Jacobs Instrument Company of Bethesda, Maryland. Models such as its
Jaincomp-B employed just such tubes in a desktop-sized unit that offered performance to rival
many of the then room-sized machines. Using about 1, vacuum tubes 2, for Mk2 , Colossus
replaced an earlier machine based on relay and switch logic the Heath Robinson. Colossus was
able to break in a matter of hours messages that had previously taken several weeks; it was
also much more reliable. Once Colossus was built and installed, it ran continuously, powered
by dual redundant diesel generators, the wartime mains supply being considered too unreliable.
The only time it was switched off was for conversion to Mk2, which added more tubes. Another
nine Colossus Mk2s were built. Each Mk2 consumed 15 kilowatts; most of the power was for the
tube heaters. A Colossus reconstruction was switched on in ; it was upgraded to Mk2
configuration in ; it found the key for a wartime German ciphertext in To meet the reliability
requirements of the US digital computer Whirlwind, "special-quality" tubes with extended life,
and a long-lasting cathode in particular, were produced. The problem of short lifetime was
traced largely to evaporation of silicon , used in the tungsten alloy to make the heater wire
easier to draw. The silicon forms barium orthosilicate at the interface between the nickel sleeve
and the cathode barium oxide coating. High-purity nickel tubing and cathode coatings free of
materials such as silicates and aluminum that can reduce emissivity also contribute to long
cathode life. The first such "computer tube" was Sylvania's 7AK7 pentode of these replaced the
7AD7, which was supposed to be better quality than the standard 6AG7 but proved too
unreliable. Running in cutoff with the heater on accelerates cathode poisoning and the output
current of the tube will be greatly reduced when switched into conduction mode. By the late s, it
was routine for special-quality small-signal tubes to last for hundreds of thousands of hours if
operated conservatively. This increased reliability also made mid-cable amplifiers in submarine
cables possible. A considerable amount of heat is produced when tubes operate, from both the
filament heater and the stream of electrons bombarding the plate. In power amplifiers, this
source of heat is greater than cathode heating. A few types of tube permit operation with the
anodes at a dull red heat; in other types, red heat indicates severe overload. The requirements
for heat removal can significantly change the appearance of high-power vacuum tubes. High
power audio amplifiers and rectifiers required larger envelopes to dissipate heat. Transmitting
tubes could be much larger still. Heat escapes the device by black-body radiation from the
anode plate as infrared radiation, and by convection of air over the tube envelope. Tubes which
generate relatively little heat, such as the 1. Gas-filled tubes such as thyratrons may also use a
shiny metal anode since the gas present inside the tube allows for heat convection from the
anode to the glass enclosure. The anode is often treated to make its surface emit more infrared
energy. High-power amplifier tubes are designed with external anodes that can be cooled by
convection, forced air or circulating water. In a water-cooled tube, the anode voltage appears
directly on the cooling water surface, thus requiring the water to be an electrical insulator to
prevent high voltage leakage through the cooling water to the radiator system. Water as usually

supplied has ions that conduct electricity; deionized water , a good insulator, is required. Such
systems usually have a built-in water-conductance monitor which will shut down the
high-tension supply if the conductance becomes too high. The screen grid may also generate
considerable heat. Limits to screen grid dissipation, in addition to plate dissipation, are listed
for power devices. If these are exceeded then tube failure is likely. Most modern tubes have
glass envelopes, but metal, fused quartz silica and ceramic have also been used. A first version
of the 6L6 used a metal envelope sealed with glass beads, while a glass disk fused to the metal
was used in later versions. The nuvistor was a modern receiving tube using a very small metal
and ceramic package. The internal elements of tubes have always been connected to external
circuitry via pins at their base which plug into a socket. Subminiature tubes were produced
using wire leads rather than sockets, however, these were restricted to rather specialized
applications. In addition to the connections at the base of the tube, many early triodes
connected the grid using a metal cap at the top of the tube; this reduces stray capacitance
between the grid and the plate leads. Tube caps were also used for the plate anode connection,
particularly in transmitting tubes and tubes using a very high plate voltage. High-power tubes
such as transmitting tubes have packages designed more to enhance heat transfer. In some
tubes, the metal envelope is also the anode. The 4CXA is an external anode tube of this sort. Air
is blown through an array of fins attached to the anode, thus cooling it. Above that level, water
or water-vapor cooling are used. The highest-power tube currently available is the Eimac
4CMKG, a forced water-cooled power tetrode capable of dissipating 2. The generic name
"[thermionic] valve" used in the UK derives from the unidirectional current flow allowed by the
earliest device, the thermionic diode emitting electrons from a heated filament, by analogy with
a non-return valve in a water pipe. In many cases, manufacturers and the military gave tubes
designations that said nothing about their purpose e. In the early days some manufacturers
used proprietary names which might convey some information, but only about their products;
the KT66 and KT88 were "kinkless tetrodes". Later, consumer tubes were given names that
conveyed some information, with the same name often used generically by several
manufacturers. The first number is the rounded heater voltage; the letters designate a particular
tube but say nothing about its structure; and the final number is the total number of electrodes
without distinguishing between, say, a tube with many electrodes, or two sets of electrodes in a
single envelopeâ€”a double triode, for example. For example, the 12AX7 is a double triode two
sets of three electrodes plus heater with a The "AX" has no meaning other than to designate
this particular tube according to its characteristics. Similar, but not identical, tubes are the
12AD7, 12AE A system widely used in Europe known as the Mullardâ€”Philips tube designation
, also extended to transistors, uses a letter, followed by one or more further letters, and a
number. The type designator specifies the heater voltage or current one letter , the functions of
all sections of the tube one letter per section , the socket type first digit , and the particular tube
remaining digits. In this system special-quality tubes e. Some special-purpose tubes are
constructed with particular gases in the envelope. For instance, voltage-regulator tubes contain
various inert gases such as argon , helium or neon , which will ionize at predictable voltages.
The thyratron is a special-purpose tube filled with low-pressure gas or mercury vapor. Like
vacuum tubes, it contains a hot cathode and an anode, but also a control electrode which
behaves somewhat like the grid of a triode. When the control electrode starts conduction, the
gas ionizes, after which the control electrode can no longer stop the current; the tube "latches"
into conduction. Removing anode plate voltage lets the gas de-ionize, restoring its
non-conductive state. Some thyratrons can carry large currents for their physical size. One
example is the miniature type 2D21, often seen in s jukeboxes as control switches for relays. A
cold-cathode version of the thyratron, which uses a pool of mercury for its cathode, is called an
ignitron ; some can switch thousands of amperes. Thyratrons containing hydrogen have a very
consistent time delay between their turn-on pulse and full conduction; they behave much like
modern silicon-controlled rectifiers , also called thyristors due to their functional similarity to
thyratrons. Hydrogen thyratrons have long been used in radar transmitters. A specialized tube
is the krytron , which is used for rapid high-voltage switching. Krytrons are used to initiate the
detonations used to set off a nuclear weapon ; krytrons are heavily controlled at an international
level. X-ray tubes are used in medical imaging among other uses. X-ray tubes used for
continuous-duty operation in fluoroscopy and CT imaging equipment may use a focused
cathode and a rotating anode to dissipate the large amounts of heat thereby generated. These
are housed in an oil-filled aluminum housing to provide cooling. The photomultiplier tube is an
extremely sensitive detector of light, which uses the photoelectric effect and secondary
emission , rather than thermionic emission, to generate and amplify electrical signals. Nuclear
medicine imaging equipment and liquid scintillation counters use photomultiplier tube arrays to
detect low-intensity scintillation due to ionizing radiation. The Ignatron tube was used in

resistance welding equipment in the early s. The Ignatron had a cathode, anode and an igniter.
The tube base was filled with mercury and the tube was used as a very high current switch. A
large current potential was placed between the anode and cathode of the tube but was only
permitted to conduct when the igniter in contact with the mercury had enough current to
vaporize the mercury and complete the circuit. Because this was used in resistance welding
there were two Ignatrons for the two phases of an AC circuit. Because of the mercury at the
bottom of the tube they were extremely difficult to ship. Batteries provided the voltages required
by tubes in early radio sets. Three different voltages were generally required, using three
different batteries designated as the A , B , and C battery. The "A" battery or LT low-tension
battery provided the filament voltage. Tube heaters were designed for single, double or
triple-cell lead-acid batteries, giving nominal heater voltages of 2 V, 4 V or 6 V. In portable
radios, dry batteries were sometimes used with 1. Reducing filament consumption improved the
life span of batteries. By towards the end of the tube era, tubes using only 50 mA down to as
little as 10 mA for the heaters had been developed. The high voltage applied to the anode plate
was provided by the "B" battery or the HT high-tension supply or battery. These were generally
of dry cell construction and typically came in Early sets used a grid bias battery or "C" battery
which was connected to provide a negative voltage. Since no current flows through a tube's
grid connection, these batteries had no current drain and lasted the longest, usually limited by
their own shelf life. The supply from the grid bias battery was rarely, if ever, disconnected when
the radio was otherwise switched off. Even after AC power supplies became commonplace,
some radio sets continued to be built with C batteries, as they would almost never need
replacing. The "C battery" for bias is a designation having no relation to the " C cell " battery
size. Battery replacement was a major operating cost for early radio receiver users. The
development of the battery eliminator , and, in , batteryless receivers operated by household
power , reduced operating costs and contributed to the growing popularity of radio. A power
supply using a transformer with several windings, one or more rectifiers which may themselves
be vacuum tubes , and large filter capacitors provided the required direct current voltages from
the alternating current source. As a cost reduction measure, especially in high-volume
consumer receivers, all the tube heaters could be connected in series across the AC supply
using heaters requiring the same current and with a similar warm-up time. In one such design, a
tap on the tube heater string supplied the 6 volts needed for the dial light. By deriving the high
voltage from a half-wave rectifier directly connected to the AC mains, the heavy and costly
power transformer was eliminated. Where the mains voltage was in the â€” V range, this limited
voltage proved suitable only for low-power receivers. Television receivers either required a
transformer or could use a voltage doubling circuit. Where V nominal mains voltage was used,
television receivers as well could dispense with a power transformer. Transformer-less power
supplies required safety precautions in their design to limit the shock hazard to users, such as
electrically insulated cabinets and an interlock tying the power cord to the cabinet back, so the
line cord was necessarily disconnected if the user or service person opened the cabinet. A
cheater cord was a power cord ending in the special socket used by the safety interlock;
servicers could then power the device with the hazardous voltages exposed. To avoid the
warm-up delay, "instant on" television receivers passed a small heating current through their
tubes even when the set was nominally off. At switch on, full heating current was provided and
the set would play almost immediately. One reliability problem of tubes with oxide cathodes is
the possibility that the cathode may slowly become " poisoned " by gas molecules from other
elements in the tube, which reduce its ability to emit electrons. Trapped gases or slow gas leaks
can also damage the cathode or cause plate anode current runaway due to ionization of free gas
molecules. Vacuum hardness and proper selection of construction materials are the major
influences on tube lifetime. Depending on the material, temperature and construction, the
surface material of the cathode may also diffuse onto other elements. The resistive heaters that
heat the cathodes may break in a manner similar to incandescent lamp filaments, but rarely do,
since they operate at much lower temperatures than lamps. The heater's failure mode is
typically a stress-related fracture of the tungsten wire or at a weld point and generally occurs
after accruing many thermal power on-off cycles. Tungsten wire has a very low resistance when
at room temperature. A negative temperature coefficient device, such as a thermistor , may be
incorporated in the equipment's heater supply or a ramp-up circuit may be employed to allow
the heater or filaments to reach operating temperature more gradually than if powered-up in a
step-function. Low-cost radios had tubes with heaters connected in series, with a total voltage
equal to that of the line mains. Some receivers made before World War II had series-string
heaters with total voltage less than that of the mains. Some had a resistance wire running the
length of the power cord to drop the voltage to the tubes. Others had series resistors made like
regular tubes; they were called ballast tubes. Following World War II, tubes intended to be used

in series heater strings were redesigned to all have the same "controlled" warm-up time. Earlier
designs had quite-different thermal time constants. The audio output stage, for instance, had a
larger cathode and warmed up more slowly than lower-powered tubes. The result was that
heaters that warmed up faster also temporarily had higher resistance, because of their positive
temperature coefficient. This disproportionate resistance caused them to temporarily operate
with heater voltages well above their ratings, and shortened their life. Another important
reliability problem is caused by air leakage into the tube. Usually oxygen in the air reacts
chemically with the hot filament or cathode, quickly ruining it. Designers developed tube
designs that sealed reliably. This was why most tubes were constructed of glass. Metal alloys
such as Cunife and Fernico and glasses had been developed for light bulbs that expanded and
contracted in similar amounts, as temperature changed. These made it easy to construct an
insulating envelope of glass, while passing connection wires through the glass to the
electrodes. When a vacuum tube is overloaded or operated past its design dissipation, its
anode plate may glow red. In consumer equipment, a glowing plate is universally a sign of an
overloaded tube. However, some large transmitting tubes are designed to operate with their
anodes at red, orange, or in rare cases, white heat. The only way to know the particular features
of a special quality part is by reading the datasheet. The valve was in service from until and had
a recorded life of , hours. The BBC maintained meticulous records of their valves' lives with
periodic returns to their central valve stores. A vacuum tube needs an extremely good "hard"
vacuum to avoid the consequences of generating positive ions within the tube. With a small
amount of residual gas, some of those atoms may ionize when struck by an electron and create
fields that adversely affect the tube characteristics. Larger amounts of residual gas can create a
self-sustaining visible glow discharge between the tube elements. Commercial vacuum tubes
are evacuated at manufacture to about 0. To prevent gases from compromising the tube's
vacuum, modern tubes are constructed with " getters ", which are usually small, circular
troughs filled with metals that oxidize quickly, barium being the most common. While the tube
envelope is being evacuated, the internal parts except the getter are heated by RF induction
heating to evolve any remaining gas from the metal parts. The tube is then sealed and the getter
is heated to a high temperature, again by radio frequency induction heating, which causes the
getter material to vaporize and react with any residual gas. The vapor is deposited on the inside
of the glass envelope, leaving a silver-colored metallic patch that continues to absorb small
amounts of gas that may leak into the tube during its working life. Great care is taken with the
valve design to ensure this material is not deposited on any of the working electrodes. If a tube
develops a serious leak in the envelope, this deposit turns a white color as it reacts with
atmospheric oxygen. Large transmitting and specialized tubes often use more exotic getter
materials, such as zirconium. Early gettered tubes used phosphorus-based getters, and these
tubes are easily identifiable, as the phosphorus leaves a characteristic orange or rainbow
deposit on the glass. The use of phosphorus was short-lived and was quickly replaced by the
superior barium getters. Unlike the barium getters, the phosphorus did not absorb any further
gases once it had fired. Getters act by chemically combining with residual or infiltrating gases,
but are unable to counteract non-reactive inert gases. A known problem, mostly affecting valves
with large envelopes such as cathode ray tubes and camera tubes such as iconoscopes ,
orthicons , and image orthicons , comes from helium infiltration. This effect cannot be rectified
short of re-evacuation and resealing , and is responsible for working examples of such tubes
becoming rarer and rarer. Unused "New Old Stock" tubes can also exhibit inert gas infiltration,
so there is no long-term guarantee of these tube types surviving into the future. An extremely
thin molecular layer of thorium atoms forms on the outside of the wire's carbonized layer and,
when heated, serve as an efficient source of electrons. The thorium slowly evaporates from the
wire surface, while new thorium atoms diffuse to the surface to replace them. Such thoriated
tungsten cathodes usually deliver lifetimes in the tens of thousands of hours. The end-of-life
scenario for a thoriated-tungsten filament is when the carbonized layer has mostly been
converted back into another form of tungsten carbide and emission begins to drop off rapidly; a
complete loss of thorium has never been found to be a factor in the end-of-life in a tube with
this type of emitter. While it was commonly believed that at RF power levels above
approximately 20 kilowatts, vacuum tubes were more efficient than solid-state circuits, this is
no longer the case, especially in medium wave AM broadcast service where solid-state
transmitters at nearly all power levels have measurably higher efficiency. Cathodes in small
"receiving" tubes are coated with a mixture of barium oxide and strontium oxide , sometimes
with addition of calcium oxide or aluminium oxide. An electric heater is inserted into the
cathode sleeve and insulated from it electrically by a coating of aluminum oxide. This complex
construction causes barium and strontium atoms to diffuse to the surface of the cathode and
emit electrons when heated to about degrees Celsius. A catastrophic failure is one that

suddenly makes the vacuum tube unusable. A crack in the glass envelope will allow air into the
tube and destroy it. Cracks may result from stress in the glass, bent pins or impacts; tube
sockets must allow for thermal expansion, to prevent stress in the glass at the pins. Stress may
accumulate if a metal shield or other object presses on the tube envelope and causes
differential heating of the glass. Glass may also be damaged by high-voltage arcing. Tube
heaters may also fail without warning, especially if exposed to over voltage or as a result of
manufacturing defects. Tube heaters do not normally fail by evaporation like lamp filaments
since they operate at much lower temperature. The surge of inrush current when the heater is
first energized causes stress in the heater and can be avoided by slowly warming the heaters,
gradually increasing current with a NTC thermistor included in the circuit. Tubes intended for
series-string operation of the heaters across the supply have a specified controlled warm-up
time to avoid excess voltage on some heaters as others warm up. Directly heated filament-type
cathodes as used in battery-operated tubes or some rectifiers may fail if the filament sags,
causing internal arcing. Excess heater-to-cathode voltage in indirectly heated cathodes can
break down the insulation between elements and destroy the heater. Arcing between tube
elements can destroy the tube. An arc can be caused by applying voltage to the anode plate
before the cathode has come up to operating temperature, or by drawing excess current
through a rectifier, which damages the emission coating. Arcs can also be initiated by any loose
material inside the tube, or by excess screen voltage. An arc inside the tube allows gas to
evolve from the tube materials, and may deposit conductive material on internal insulating
spacers. Tube rectifiers have limited current capability and exceeding ratings will eventually
destroy a tube. Overheating of internal parts, such as control grids or mica spacer insulators,
can result in trapped gas escaping into the tube; this can reduce performance. A getter is used
to absorb gases evolved during tube operation but has only a limited ability to combine with
gas. Control of the envelope temperature prevents some types of gassing. A tube with an
unusually high level of internal gas may exhibit a visible blue glow when plate voltage is
applied. The getter being a highly reactive metal is effective against many atmospheric gases
but has no or very limited chemical reactivity to inert gases such as helium. One progressive
type of failure, especially with physically large envelopes such as those used by camera tubes
and cathode-ray tubes, comes from helium infiltration. The exact mechanism is not clear: the
metal-to-glass lead-in seals are one possible infiltration site. Gas and ions within the tube
contribute to grid current which can disturb operation of a vacuum tube circuit. Another effect
of overheating is the slow deposit of metallic vapors on internal spacers, resulting in
inter-element leakage. Tubes on standby for long periods, with heater voltage applied, may
develop high cathode interface resistance and display poor emission characteristics. This effect
occurred especially in pulse and digital circuits , where tubes had no plate current flowing for
extended times. Tubes designed specifically for this mode of operation were made. Cathode
depletion is the loss of emission after thousands of hours of normal use. Sometimes emission
can be restored for a time by raising heater voltage, either for a short time or a permanent
increase of a few percent. Cathode depletion was uncommon in signal tubes but was a frequent
cause of failure of monochrome television cathode-ray tubes. Vacuum tubes may develop
defects in operation that make an individual tube unsuitable in a given device, although it may
perform satisfactorily in another application. Microphonics refers to internal vibrations of tube
elements which modulate the tube's signal in an undesirable way; sound or vibration pick-up
may affect the signals, or even cause uncontrolled howling if a feedback path with greater than
unity gain develops between a microphonic tube and, for example, a loudspeaker. Leakage
current between AC heaters and the cathode may couple into the circuit, or electrons emitted
directly from the ends of the heater may also inject hum into the signal. Leakage current due to
internal contamination may also inject noise. Selecting the best of a batch of nominally identical
tubes for critical applications can produce better results. Tube pins can develop
non-conducting or high resistance surface films due to heat or dirt. Pins can be cleaned to
restore conductance. Most small signal vacuum tube devices have been superseded by
semiconductors, but some vacuum tube electronic devices are still in common use. The
magnetron is the type of tube used in all microwave ovens. In spite of the advancing state of the
art in power semiconductor technology, the vacuum tube still has reliability and cost
advantages for high-frequency RF power generation. Some tubes, such as magnetrons ,
traveling-wave tubes , carcinotrons , and klystrons , combine magnetic and electrostatic effects.
These are efficient usually narrow-band RF generators and still find use in radar , microwave
ovens and industrial heating. Traveling-wave tubes TWTs are very good amplifiers and are even
used in some communications satellites. High-powered klystron amplifier tubes can provide
hundreds of kilowatts in the UHF range. The cathode ray tube CRT is a vacuum tube used
particularly for display purposes. Although there are still many televisions and computer

monitors using cathode ray tubes, they are rapidly being replaced by flat panel displays whose
quality has greatly improved even as their prices drop. This is also true of digital oscilloscopes
based on internal computers and analog-to-digital converters , although traditional analog
scopes dependent upon CRTs continue to be produced, are economical, and preferred by many
technicians. A modern indicator device, the vacuum fluorescent display VFD is also a sort of
cathode ray tube. The X-ray tube is a type of cathode ray tube that generates X-rays when high
voltage electrons hit the anode. Gyrotrons or vacuum masers, used to generate high-power
millimeter band waves, are magnetic vacuum tubes in which a small relativistic effect, due to
the high voltage, is used for bunching the electrons. Gyrotrons can generate very high powers
hundreds of kilowatts. Free-electron lasers , used to generate high-power coherent light and
even X-rays , are highly relativistic vacuum tubes driven by high-energy particle accelerators.
Thus, these are sorts of cathode ray tubes. A photomultiplier is a phototube whose sensitivity is
greatly increased through the use of electron multiplication. This works on the principle of
secondary emission , whereby a single electron emitted by the photocathode strikes a special
sort of anode known as a dynode causing more electrons to be released from that dynode.
Those electrons are accelerated toward another dynode at a higher voltage, releasing more
secondary electrons; as many as 15 such stages provide a huge amplification. Despite great
advances in solid-state photodetectors, the single-photon detection capability of
photomultiplier tubes makes this vacuum tube device excel in certain applications. Historically,
the image orthicon TV camera tube widely used in television studios prior to the development of
modern CCD arrays also used multistage electron multiplication. For decades, electron-tube
designers tried to augment amplifying tubes with electron multipliers in order to increase gain,
but these suffered from short life because the material used for the dynodes "poisoned" the
tube's hot cathode. For instance, the interesting RCA secondary-emission tube was marketed,
but did not last. However, eventually, Philips of the Netherlands developed the EFP60 tube that
had a satisfactory lifetime and was used in at least one product, a laboratory pulse generator.
By that time, however, transistors were rapidly improving, making such developments
superfluous. One variant called a "channel electron multiplier" does not use individual dynodes
but consists of a curved tube, such as a helix, coated on the inside with material with good
secondary emission. One type had a funnel of sorts to capture the secondary electrons. The
continuous dynode was resistive, and its ends were connected to enough voltage to create
repeated cascades of electrons. The microchannel plate consists of an array of single stage
electron multipliers over an image plane; several of these can then be stacked. This can be
used, for instance, as an image intensifier in which the discrete channels substitute for
focussing. Tektronix made a high-performance wideband oscilloscope CRT with a channel
electron multiplier plate behind the phosphor layer. This plate was a bundled array of a huge
number of short individual c. The electron optics of the wideband electron gun could not
provide enough current to directly excite the phosphor. Although vacuum tubes have been
largely replaced by solid-state devices in most amplifying, switching, and rectifying
applications, there are certain exceptions. In addition to the special functions noted above,
tubes still [update] have some niche applications. In general, vacuum tubes are much less
susceptible than corresponding solid-state components to transient overvoltages, such as
mains voltage surges or lightning, the electromagnetic pulse effect of nuclear explosions , [48]
or geomagnetic storms produced by giant solar flares. Vacuum tubes are still [ when? This is
particularly true at microwave frequencies where such devices as the klystron and
traveling-wave tube provide amplification at power levels unattainable using current [update]
semiconductor devices. The household microwave oven uses a magnetron tube to efficiently
generate hundreds of watts of microwave power. Solid-state devices such as gallium nitride are
promising replacements, but are very expensive and still [ when? Such devices are considered
non-nuclear electromagnetic weapons; they were introduced in the late s by both the U. Enough
people prefer tube sound to make tube amplifiers commercially viable in three areas: musical
instrument e. Many guitarists prefer using valve amplifiers to solid-state models, often due to
the way they tend to distort when overdriven. Different circuits will distort the signal in different
ways; some guitarists prefer the distortion characteristics of vacuum tubes. Most popular
vintage models use vacuum tubes. The cathode ray tube was the dominant display technology
for televisions and computer monitors at the start of the 21st century. A modern display
technology using a variation of cathode ray tube is often used in videocassette recorders , DVD
players and recorders, microwave oven control panels, and automotive dashboards. Rather
than raster scanning , these vacuum fluorescent displays VFD switch control grids and anode
voltages on and off, for instance, to display discrete characters. The VFD uses phosphor
-coated anodes as in other display cathode ray tubes. Because the filaments are in view, they
must be operated at temperatures where the filament does not glow visibly. This is possible

using more recent cathode technology, and these tubes also operate with quite low anode
voltages often less than 50 volts unlike cathode ray tubes. Their high brightness allows reading
the display in bright daylight. VFD tubes are flat and rectangular, as well as relatively thin.
Typical VFD phosphors emit a broad spectrum of greenish-white light, permitting use of color
filters, though different phosphors can give other colors even within the same display. The
design of these tubes provides a bright glow despite the low energy of the incident electrons.
This is because the distance between the cathode and anode is relatively small. This technology
is distinct from fluorescent lighting , which uses a discharge tube. In the early years of the 21st
century there has been renewed interest in vacuum tubes, this time with the electron emitter
formed on a flat silicon substrate, as in integrated circuit technology. This subject is now called
vacuum nanoelectronics. With these devices, electrons are field-emitted from a large number of
closely spaced individual emission sites. Such integrated microtubes may find application in
microwave devices including mobile phones, for Bluetooth and Wi-Fi transmission, and in radar
and satellite communication. The V-I characteristic depends upon the size and material of the
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published in May of These powerful and dependable vacuum cleaners can help make quick
work of your housekeeping chores. You can choose from among upright, canister, handheld,
and robotic selections, as well as stick models in corded and rechargeable varieties. When
users buy our independently chosen editorial recommendations, we may earn commissions to
help fund the Wiki. If you'd like to contribute your own research to the Wiki, please get started
by reviewing this introductory video. When users buy our independently chosen editorial picks,
we may earn commissions to help fund the Wiki. Its swivel steering ensures easy maneuvering
around legs of tables and chairs. It features a powerful HEPA filter and efficiently picks up pet
hair and dander while neutralizing odors. Its mighty brush bar can really get into the carpet and
pull out stubborn debris, and it offers roughly 60 minutes of runtime per charge. We also
replaced the Shark DuoClean, which is currently unavailable, with the Shark Rocket Duo Clean ,
which adds to the list a slim stick model that uses a cord. Its head pivots at an angle of up to
degrees to help ensure you can get into hard-to-reach areas. December 07, Thanks to its robust
functionality, we still like the Shark DuoClean. It doesn't come at an entry-level price, but for
those who are ready to commit to a sturdy, long-lasting model, it should fit the bill. We
especially appreciate that it can tackle larger particles, making it a good option for those with
kids and pets. It is plagued by the same issue found in the original version â€” it tends to tip
over â€” so it may not be the best for those who try to rush through cleaning or for those who
have curious kids underfoot. And if this model is still too expensive, check out the Eureka
PowerSpeed Bagless. It doesn't have luxury features, but it cleans well enough and won't take
your whole paycheck. The latter has a few more features, but overall, the former tends to be
more durable. Keep in mind that as with many robotic vacuums , you'll need to empty this
Roomba fairly often. Kirby Avalir 2 The Kirby Avalir 2 bills itself as a complete cleaning system.
Considering that it can shampoo and mop as well as vacuum, it is hard to disagree. The
attachments are a nice touch, as well, since they allow you to tackle virtually every surface in
your home. Not only can it remember multiple floor plans, it even empties itself, leaving you
with little to do or think about. VacuMaid Split Canister Pet owners might want to sit up and take
notice of the VacuMaid Split Canister, a central vacuum designed specifically to prevent fur
clogs and make emptying the can a breeze. But because this model needs to be installed, it is
perhaps not the best for those who are looking for a more casual solution to dirty floors. The
iRobot Roomba appx. It is available with a virtual wall barrier, so you can control where it's
allowed to roam. Even though it has formidable suction, it glides over carpeting smoothly,
making it ideal for anyone dealing with back or shoulder issues. It pivots to angles of up to
degrees to help you tackle hard-to-reach areas. It isn't overly heavy, at just 10 pounds, and
thanks to five height settings, it will work on all the floors in your home, from hardwood to shag.
Imagine, for a moment, trying to shake or beat the dust out of a rug. Unless the rug was a dinky
throw, you'd have to have two or three people just to carry it out of the house! And let's face it,
beating mostly allows dust to rise from the carpet Inefficient at best, this was how most rugs
were cleaned for centuries. Throughout the mids, inventors both in Britain and the U. There was
H. Herrick who came up with a contraption that worked, but it was to complicated, and never
caught on. China shop owner Melville Bissell invented a carpet sweeper in which rotary brushes
The Ewbank company in the UK also sold sweepers for decades. It wasn't until Englishman
Cecil Booth introduced suction to the process that the vacuum cleaner truly came to be. His
original invention was the size of a street sweeper. Imagine the dirt from your carpets being
sucked into a massive hose via the window and out to a massive receptacle parked in front of
your home. Only the richest folks could afford this kind of treatment. But the endorsement of
the Royal Family ensured Booth's popularity. Inventors are a persistent lot. Back in America,
James Spangler came up with the first electric vacuum. It was both portable and lightweight.
And combined a rotary brush action with suction to seal the deal. Not much of a showman,
Spangler sold his invention to a relative, William Hoover. Hoover settled on the idea of selling
the machines door-to-door Somehow, Hoover couldn't let got of the whole rug beating thing. In ,
his company added a rod that beat the carpet, to the brush and suction functions. The Eureka
and Electrolux firms also made successful cleaners. Most of today's cleaners retain the same
essentials as those early vacuums. Cyclone and sonic technologies are notable among recent
innovations. Upright vacuums can literally stand on their own. They also perform well when it
comes to cleaning. They're very popular for large rugs and wall-to-wall carpeting. Available
features include motorized heads, lighted front panels, enhanced edge cleaning, height
adjustment and suction control. Look for bagless versions for even more convenience.
Canisters were once considered best for floors and short-nap rugs. Folks used to keep a
canister and an upright on hand to cover all the bases. But today's tech means canisters are
multi-functional. Lightweight and easy to maneuver, they also take care of drapes, furniture, and
even cars with ease. With so many detachable parts, they're sometimes easier to store so are a

good buy. Cordless vacuums are the ultimate in convenience, portability and ease of storage.
Put them to work on hard-to-reach places like vents, blinds, windowsills. And they're far more
efficient than a broomstick at tackling cobwebs. Of course, cordless usually translates to
battery-powered. Some won't mind keeping the battery charged, others will. Stick vacuums
make up in ease of use for what they lack in power. They're a good choice for a small apartment
or for a somewhat frail user, as they are fairly light in weight. That said, some actually do come
with attachments for greater versatility. Convertible models can be switched from upright to
canister, or from stick to handheld by lifting away a component, for example. They're also
terrific for small living spaces. So there you have it. Vacuum styles are borrowing from one
another, almost cross-breeding, as it were. It all adds up to more power, flexibility and ease for
the homeowner. What would Dorothy think? What used to be a mere household appliance now
includes attributes of a natural disaster! Are we trying to clean the house? Or create a disaster?
Here is brief info on how current vacuum tech can lead to a cleaner home. Cyclone technology
was developed by Brit James Dyson. You may have seen his TV ads. Without getting too techie,
cyclone allows for powerful suction that may be directed through a single, or multiple,
channels. The upshot? The vacuum cleaner bag is not needed. Cyclonic machines have only a
removable bin that can be emptied whenever it is full. Dyson engineers -- like most techies -weren't satisfied with that. They've since developed a tech so refined , you don't even need to
change the vacuum filter for at least 10 years. Not to be left behind, Hoover created what it calls
WindTunnel technology. And nabbed a U. They've now come up with a HEPA filter system that
"cleans itself automatically every six seconds. What are the differences between cyclone and
WindTunnel technologies? Well, we're probably not qualified to explain. But isn't it good to
know so many talented engineers want to make your home cleaner? Speaking of HEPA , the
filtration system is not the newest technology, but it can make all the difference for allergy
sufferers. HEPA filters can trap much smaller particles than ordinary filters. Which is why the
claim is that they remove Some vacuums that include a HEPA filer also include an ordinary
filter. Both types are replaceable. Some are even rinseable. Dual-Motor machines include
separate motors for the vacuum itself and for the rotating brush. Some models allow you to
choose between single - and dual - motor operation. On floors, you might want to leave the
brush motor off, for example. Now that we've written up these developments, rest assured the
industry will invent new technologies All in the interest of keeping your flooring cleaner and
your indoor air safer. Her expertise is in literature, nonfiction, textbooks, home products, kids'
games and toys, hardware, teaching accessories, and art materials. Ezvid Wiki Reviews
Cleaning. The 10 Best Vacuum Cleaners. Handy bagless design Crevice and upholstery tools
Extra-large dust cup. Dyson V11 Torque. Lcd shows useful data Provides maintenance
reminders Wall-mounted docking station. Edge-sweeping brush Head adapts to various
surfaces Senses and avoids stairs. Shark Rocket Duo Clean. Converts to a handheld model
Wall-mounted storage hook Doesn't stand up on its own. Oreck Commercial XL. No filter to
clean Reaches under furniture well Bag slips off occasionally. Hoover OnePwr Evolve.
Advanced swivel steering 3-year warranty Does n
square d homeline breakers
72 ss camaro
dishwasher wiring diagram
ot reach into corners well. Bissell PowerEdge 81L2A. Rubber squeegees capture pet hair
Excellent for tackling dust No additional accessories. Fade-free technology Sturdy charging
base Dust cup is difficult to empty. Eureka PowerSpeed Bagless. Quick-release handle Handy
onboard tools On the loud side. Related Wikis. Thanks for reading the fine print. About the Wiki:
We don't accept sponsorships, free goods, samples, promotional products, or other benefits
from any of the product brands featured on this page, except in cases where those brands are
manufactured by the retailer to which we are linking. For more information on our rankings,
please read about us, linked below. The Wiki is a participant in associate programs from
Amazon, Walmart, Ebay, Target, and others, and may earn advertising fees when you use our
links to these websites. If you believe that your product should be included in this review, you
may contact us, but we cannot guarantee a response, even if you send us flowers.

